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The Kiss is a resonating lyrical beacon for all art that consciously expresses the subconscious in contrast to
art that is primarily sense-data driven. For Klimt “all art is erotic” and his Kiss embraces both the organismic
union of male-female forms and the bold synthesis of artistic styles where two may be one in so many ways.
Klimt’s painting is so richly endowed with symbolic layering that nature is now being used rather than
being obeyed or analysed. The perfect sensuality of a woman’s face is wrapped in the protective adoration
of her male lover’s expressive hands. Both are oblivious to all around them. Highly stylised faces, hands and
feet are painted to an extreme degree of beauty in figurative form whereas all remaining anatomy is draped
in splendid fabric and the craftsmanship of the applied arts. The emotion of colour and the spirituality of
composition complete the synthesis. The man’s cloaked form is filled with erect squares and rectangles,
while his lover’s curvaceous lines are clothed in concentric circles and spirals. Arabesque lines, gold enriched
ornament and art nouveau design maximally signify sexuality. The steadfast positioning of the couple on
the edge of a flowering bed in the foreground is symbolically offset by the precipice-like fusion of earth
and background next to them. Klimt’s Kiss gives expression to what has been deeply etched in his memory
relating to a passionate kiss and the productive and destructive forces of female sexuality. Shape and colour
are uniformly simplified whereas form and feeling combine with just enough ambiguity to invite viewers to
receive the image as they will. And they do – as exemplified by Klimt’s changing popularity over the years.
Symbolism initially grew out from Anglo-French literary roots, quickly spread to the visual arts throughout
Europe and then enjoyed a late flourish with the Klimt led Viennese secessionists (“to the age its art, to
art its freedom”). In this way subjective knowledge as a source of truth was sequentially addressed by
language, image and art nouveau design - each providing a unique set of metaphors for how the idealabsolute world can be meaningfully given concrete form in the real-objective world. For the symbolists,
the relationship between reality and painting was categorically reversed as an emphatic counterpoint to the
major art trends of the time. Content is now contextualised as a product of the artist’s mind and method,
the viewer’s reception (based on past experiences and present mood), and the culture that both artist and
viewer are embedded within. Increasingly complex conceptual integrations are nourished by memory
(individual and collective) that selectively stores and subsequently preconditions all sensory input. Feeling
and unity are dramatically emphasised over intellectualised distinctions to express personal visions and
dreams as Gesamtkunstwerk. In this context, Klimt’s genius lay in greatly simplifying forms so as to clearly
express abstract ideas whilst adding decorative composition and layering for enhanced effect. Symbolic
art taken to its philosophical (visionary Platonism) and synthetic (evocative design) extremes therefore
made the invisible visible by being a language which conceptualises inner realities and communicates by
“objectifying the subjective”.
Whereas Klimt’s Kiss seduces us towards aesthetic bliss, Munch’s Scream uses our darkest fears to electrocute
us into a state of shock. Discordant currents of electrifying blue-greens and red-yellows flow vortex-like
around a tormented head. Ear grabbing hands make no difference. A precarious rail and receding platform
thrusts the unfolding psycho-drama towards us. All at once, nature is disturbed dissonance and individual
distress becomes universal existential angst. For Munch “art was the compulsive result of man’s urge to open
his heart”. Both Klimt and Munch flattened the mountain of their preconscious (memory landscape) by
giving it conscious expression again and again thereby also forging a more zoetic relationship with their
unconscious. Although Klimt’s ascent was largely sun-golden (beautiful women that he would paint nude
and then elaborately dress up), Munch’s climb was more in shadowed darkness (family death and despair so
filled his formative years). Despite their different life paths and personal philosophies, both Klimt and Munch
reached similar artistic peaks from which inner truths were given a grand picture narrative (Beethoven
Frieze and Frieze of life series, respectively). From re-energised junctions of mind, the future could easily be
surveyed and new worlds of symbolic expression would be launched into their own universe.
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From the Museum

Symbolism

Klimt/Munch

“We don’t see things as they are,
we see them as we are.”
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Edvard Munch:
The Scream: 1893;
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The Art of Thinking

Gustave Klimt:
The Kiss: 1908;
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